Abstract-The Dragonfly topology provides low-diameter connectivity for high-performance computing with all-to-all global links at the inter-group level. Our traffic matrix characterization of various scientific applications shows consistent mismatch between the imbalanced group-to-group traffic and the uniform global bandwidth allocation of Dragonfly. Though adaptive routing has been proposed to utilize bandwidth of non-minimal paths, increased hops and cross-group interference lower efficiency. This work presents a photonic architecture, Flexfly, which "trades" global links among groups using low-radix Silicon photonic switches. With transparent optical switching, Flexfly reconfigures the inter-group topology based on traffic pattern, stealing additional direct bandwidth for communication-intensive group pairs. Simulations with applications such as GTC, Nekbone and LULESH show up to 1.8x speedup over Dragonfly paired with UGAL routing, along with halved hop count and latency for cross-group messages. We built a 32-node Flexfly prototype using a Silicon photonic switch connecting four groups and demonstrated 820 ns interconnect reconfiguration time.
Introduction
The performance of extreme-scale high-performance computing (HPC) systems relies heavily on the interconnection network as concurrency increase results in massive data exchange between network endpoints [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Designing networks that properly balance compute capability is challenging: over-provisioning the network incurs unnecessary cost [5] , while under-provisioning negates the benefits of extra concurrency.
The Dragonfly network [6] , [7] has emerged as a lowdiameter, high-radix solution for HPC interconnects. A Dragonfly has two levels: in the lower level, intra-group routers are connected in local networks called groups, usually in an all-to-all or 2D-flattened butterfly (2D-FB) topology [8] ; in the upper level, groups are connected through an all-to-all or high-degree topology.
With its high-connectivity at both levels, Dragonfly can greatly reduce the network diameter over topologies such as multidimensional torus or fat tree. A Dragonfly can connect any two routers within a distance of 5 if the intragroup network is a 2D-FB or a distance of 3 if an all-toall network. A price for the high-connectivity, however, is diluted per-link bandwidth. In particular, the bandwidth of inter-group (global) links, carrying all the traffic between two large sets of routers, becomes the most scarce resource and can become bottleneck for the entire network [9] . Many scientific applications on a Dragonfly platform, unfortunately, tend to concentrate traffic on only a few of these links. +1/-1 neighbor-group based communication pattern, for example, is prevalent for many applications (detailed later). Moreover, inter-group traffic matrix is often sparse, leading to bandwidth allocated for idle pairs.
Ideally, total available bandwidth should be allocated where most needed. Being a fixed topology, however, Dragonfly can only try to achieve this through global or adaptive routing. Numerous routing strategies [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] have been proposed, but they result in longerdistance paths and cross-group interference [17] , [18] , [19] .
In this paper, we propose Flexfly, a silicon photonics (SiPh) based architecture that enables flexible allocation of Dragonfly global links. In Flexfly, the global links initially composing the all-to-all topology can be "stolen" from their original destination groups, and reassigned to trafficintensive ones. By trading the global links in this way, Flexfly creates additional direct bandwidth for intensivelycommunicating group pairs, matching the topology to the application traffic. Flexfly achieves such reconfigurability through transparent SiPh circuit switching. Unlike previous optical switching solutions which rely on large port counts (equal to the number of nodes, racks, routers [20] or groups [21] ), Flexfly is designed in a way to support the use of lowradix optical switches, independently of the global system scale. Such low radices enable massive low-cost fabrication through current SiPh technologies and realizable SiPh switch designs. As compared to adaptive routing, Flexfly creates multiple minimal paths and mitigates the need for indirect routing.
In additon, we propose so called link stealing algorithms and routing methods specific for the proposed low-radixcompatible Flexfly architecture. We also simulate a wide range of applications on both Flexfly and Dragonfly. Results show that Flexfly leads to 7x and 1.8x speedup over Dragonflies that use minimal and UGAL routing, respectively, in the case of GTC, and 5x and 1.7x in the case of LULESH. Finally, we demonstrate the proposed architecture by implementation of a 32-node Flexfly prototype using a SiPh switch to connect four groups. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that demonstrates SiPh switching in a HPC testbed. We observe 2x crossgroup throughput improvement and demonstrate 820 ns SiPh interconnect reconfiguration time.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the Dragonfly topology, characterizes the traffic of a few widely-used applications on the Dragonfly network and reports related work. Section 3 describes the Flexfly architecture, implementation with silicon photonic switches, link stealing algorithms and routing methods. Section 4 simulates the characterized applications on both Dragonfly and Flexfly, and comparing with the UGAL strategy. Section 5 demonstrates a 32-node Flexfly prototype including a SiPh switch and evaluates its in-field performance with HPCBench. Section 6 analyzes the optical power penalties induced by the SiPh switching. Section 7 concludes.
Dragonfly and Traffic Characterization

Dragonfly Topology
Dragonfly is a direct topology that partitions S routers into G groups. Figure 1a illustrates a G = 6 and S = 30 Dragonfly. Each router is connected to C compute nodes (not shown in Fig. 1a ), enabling N = C * S total compute nodes. Links are segregated into two tiers. Bottom-tier links connect routers of the same group, they are thus local, intragroup links. Top-tier links go over group boundaries and are thus global, inter-group links.
There are no strict rules for the intra-group topology. For groups composed of a small number of routers (e.g. n < 20), an all-to-all topology is practical. For larger groups, a 2D-Flattened Butterfly (2D-FB) [22] is generally retained, meaning that routers form a 2D lattice and are fully-connected in each row and column. This results in 2n ( √ n − 1) unidirectional links for a square lattice. As for the inter-group links, they are disposed such that any pair of groups are connected by k links. Each group thus has k(G − 1) outgoing and incoming links. To allow a balanced distribution of the links over the n routers within a group, k(G − 1) should be a multiple of n. In the simplest ("canonical" Dragonfly), k = 1 and n = G − 1, and each router within a group is a gateway to one particular remote group. The number of routers is then S = G(G − 1), while the number of inter-group links is also G(G−1). If an all-toall intra-group topology is used, there are G(G − 1)(G − 2) intra-group links; for 2D-FB with square lattice intra-group topology, the number is
. The number of intra-group links exceeds the number of intergroup links by a factor of O(G) (for all-to-all) or O( √ G) (for 2D-FB).
A key feature of Dragonfly topologies is their strictly bounded diameter. To reach the destination, a message towards another group must i) route to the corresponding gateway within its group, ii) traverse the global link, and iii) route to the destination router within the destination group. The diameter is thus D = 1 + 2D intra , where D intra is the diameter of the intra-group network. Hence, if the intragroup network is an all-to-all, D = 3; if the intra-group network is 2D-FB, then D = 5.
Group-to-Group Traffic Characterization
Although Dragonfly has many advantages as mentioned above, its bandwidth allocation at the inter-group level can consistently mismatch the executed traffic pattern. In Fig. 1(b-f) , group-to-group (G2G) traffic matrices are collected from a set of representative HPC applications. The figures show that G2G traffic matrices are far from being uniform and many pairs of groups do not communicate at all (black regions). Also apparent: a large portion of traffic concentrates on just a few source-destination pairs, e.g. +1/-1 neigbors.
Among these evaluated applications, GTC (Gyrokinetic Toroidal Code) [23] , [24] is a particle-in-cell simulation for plasma microturbulence and features neighbor-intensive point-to-point communications. The most distinguishing feature of GTC is (cyclic-shifted) diagonal lines with the heaviest traffic on the +1/-1 neighbor groups, which is also referred to as the "worst-case" adversarial traffic pattern for Dragonfly. Nekbone represents the main computational kernel of Nek5000 [25] , an application for large eddy simulations and direct numerical turbulence simulations based on spectral element methods. The Nekbone kernel studied in this paper solves a Poisson equation using conjugate gradient iteration with no preconditioner. In addition to intensive traffic along the diagonal, Nekbone also has a complement (anti-diagonal) pattern due to collectives. LULESH [26] is a proxy-app representing typical hydrocodes. In this paper, LULESH partitions the problem into a collection of volumetric elements defined by a 3D mesh and features 3D neighbor based communications. LULESH has a thick ribbon-shape pattern along the diagonal. MiniFE is a Finite Element mini-app from the Mantevo suite [27] . It assembles and solves a sparse linear system from a conduction equation using a conjugate-gradient algorithm. Its traffic pattern is characterized by an absence of diagonal lines. Lastly, FillBoundary is a simple code designed to profile communication patterns associated with ghost cell exchanges. We simulated the halo update of a BoxLib-based [28] production partial differential equation (PDE) solver. FillBoundary has an irregular traffic matrix and induces traffic between about half of the group pairs (with the heaviest traffic concentrated on a few pairs).
For many applications like the above ones, the traffic pattern is known a-priori. This information can be used for configuring the interconnect at, for example, job launch time. For other applications that are more dynamic, an iterative aspect usually exists in traffic patterns, and the runtime middleware should easily be able to characterize network traffic based on the first few iterations and then perform the reconfiguration. [10] balances between minimal routing and valiant routing by comparing an estimated queuing delay of both paths. Due to the unavailibility of global queuing information, such estimation is embodied by a product of local queue lengths and hop counts (UGAL-L, assuming each hop has the same queue length as the local one). However, this often leads to misestimation and degraded performance. Jiang et al [11] explored four IAR methods to obtain non-local queuing information: credit round trip (CRT), progressive adaptive routing (PAR), piggyback routing (PB) and reservation routing (RES). Still, due to the indirect routing nature, these IAR methods saturate before reaching 50% throughput for neighbor-group intensive traffic.
Optical Circuit Switching.
Various approaches have been proposed to include optical circuit switching (OCS) in both on-chip and large-scale interconnection networks. The on-chip approaches [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , focusing on nanoscale SiPh-electronics integration, are mainly used for core-to-core packet switching. For the large-scale networks (data-centers or supercomputers), the proposed approaches can be classified into two groups. In the parallel group, OCS is often used for "elephant" flows for mitigating the load on the EPS counterpart, as described in Barker et al [34] , Farrington et al [35] , [36] and Wang et al [37] . In the unparallel group ( [20] , [21] ), Shalf et al [38] proposed an architecture called HFAST that connects compute nodes to "active" packet switches. A common feature of these approaches is that they require a large-radix optical switch whose port count equals to the number of compute nodes, racks or Dragonfly groups, and has to increase as the system size scales.
Silicon photonics offers the capability of creating photonic integrated circuits through a CMOS-compatible process [39] . As the technology becomes mature, Silicon photonics is an attractive platform for integrated OCS because high-density devices, for example, ten of switches, can be integrated on a chip [40] . As for a single switch, however, the demonstrated port count is still at a modest level. This is because the majority of SiPh switches comprise multiple stages of small switching elements such as 2-by-2's, which, scales the optical insertion loss with the port count. To date, the largest SiPh switches of this kind are 8-by-8 [41] , [42] .
Flexfly: Reconfigurable Dragonfly
The Flexfly architecture exploits optical switching to reallocate bandwidth between groups according to application needs. In contrast to approaches that rely on complex optical switches of high-radix, Flexfly can be formed from lowradix switches. Here we describe how Dragonfly groups, in topologies of any size, can be interconnected with arbitraryradix SiPh switches and how the link re-allocation is performed.
A construction flow for the Flexfly architecture is shown in Fig. 2a . A group association mask is used to extract a sub traffic matrix from the group-to-group traffic matrix. Examples of mask for G = 8, r = 4 (r being the optical switch radix), and the extracted traffic matrix (ETM) corresponding to the Stride mask, are shown in Fig. 2a . Also corresponding to the mask is a set of source and destination groups, which we call an Association. These groups are originally fully-connected in Dragonfly. In Flexfly, r optical switches each of radix r are inserted in the middle of the r 2 optical connections owned by each Association, as shown in Fig. 2a(3 ). An Association is thus composed of r source groups and r destination groups. The source and destination groups do not have to be the same. The ETM size is also r × r.
In Fig. 2a(3) , the state of the switches ensures an all-toall connectivity among the Association. This corresponds to the "original" Dragonfly connectivity. In presence of nonuniform traffic, this all-to-all connectivity can be reconfigured to re-allocate global bandwidth to traffic intensive source-destination group pairs. Considering, for example, the ETM in Fig. 2a2 , switches can be configured such that all four links originated at G1, G3, G5 and G7 are destined to G0, G2, G4 and G6, respectively. In that case, the bandwidth concentration within the Association is maximal (r = 4-fold). It should be noted that associating the groups will not lead to network isolations, since a group can appear in multiple Associations. 
Group Association Strategies
Multiple strategies exist when creating Associations contained in a Dragonfly, corresponding to different group association masks. Each strategy results in different sets of ETMs, which may exhibit variable potential for link concentration. In this set of possibilities, we are interested in the strategies that a) distribute traffic evenly across associations, b) provide flexibility that can be exploited by major HPC traffic patterns, and c) allow easy cabling across the supercomputer cabinets. With respect to b), remark that in Fig. 2a(2) , all the "dark" (unused) links can be reallocated to the four active group pairs. We therefore look for strategies favoring such situations. Here we propose three major strategies for comparison: Stride association, Block association, and Block-Source-Stride-Destination (BSSD) association. Their respective masks are shown in Fig. 2a(1) . We will evaluate the "quality of association" of these strategies based on the applications shown in Section 2.
The Stride strategy selects groups with a stride of k = G/r in both source and destination dimensions. This strategies generally allows the distribution of heavy traffic spots into different associations. The stride k, however, should avoid coupling with the distance between two intensive destinations. By contrast, the Block strategy selects r continuous groups in both source and destination dimensions. Block relies on an assumption that neighboring sources tend to "favor" the same configuration when connecting to destinations -for example, in GTC each source group prefers connections to their +1 neighbors. Such "harmony" allows for skewing the original source-destination (s-d) connections within a switch by the same amount, thus simplifying the determination of the switch state. The Block strategy, however, fails to efficiently distribute the traffic across Associations in presence of traffic concentrated along the diagonal (for neighbors-intensive communication patterns as in LULESH). Hence, it results in higher chance of creating fully occupied ETMs on one side, and purely dark ETM's on the other side. The third strategy, BSSD, is a mixture of the previous two for comparison purpose. Fig. 2b show how the different strategies generate distinct ETMs.
3.1.1. Evaluation of Association Strategies. We evaluate which association strategy provides flexibility in the most relevant way for HPC applications. We use three metrics from the ETM pool as a measure of "quality of association": 1) standard deviation of the number of nonzeros across ETM's (σ nz ), 2) standard deviation of the traffic percentage across ETM's (σ pct ) and 3) average of maximum number of nonzeros in a line (row or column) of an ETM (n NZL ). The first two metrics are intended to indicate how evenly the G2G traffic is distributed across different ETMs/associations. The third metric n NZL , by contrast, indicates the maximum communication degree of a source or destination group within an association, i.e. how many links are necessary for a source or destination to cover its nonzero traffic. The higher this value, the lower the flexibility, as "necessary" links cannot be stolen (described later in Sec. 3.2).
Since it is impossible to find a single association strategy that works best for every application, we use a statistical approach to evaluate the above strategies based on the application set described in Sec. 2. The statistics are hence a pool of ETM's extracted from the G2G traffic matrices of those applications, using respectively the three association strategies.
The evaluation result is shown in Table 1 . BSSD achieves the smallest σ nz and σ pct , i.e. it distributes traffic most evenly among the ETM's. However, for n NZL , the performance of BSSD is the worst; indeed, the n NZL of BSSD is much higher than that resulting from the Stride strategy or Block strategy. This means that BSSD requires more "necessary" switching modes to cover the nonzeros in ETM, reducing the amount of free links (flexibility) useable for intensive traffic. The Stride strategy, in comparison, achieves the lowest n NZL and hence the highest flexibility. Therefore, we use it in later application-based simulations.
Link Stealing Algorithm
After forming the associations, Flexfly applies a link stealing algorithm to each of the associations for allocating global bandwidth based on the ETM (note that in practice, associations are formed once for all at design time, whereas to link stealing algorithm is applied for each new application). The task of the link stealing algorithm is to find a set of switch states for the r optical switches owned by an association. Since each association is independent, the link stealing algorithm can be applied in parallel. Furthermore, limited radixes r ensures that each problem remains small in scale.
A decomposition example for r = 8 is shown in Fig. 3 . Rather than using the 8 switches for forming an all-toall topology, Flexfly picks permutation matrices (each corresponding to a switch state) to cover the heavy traffic, resulting in a 2 to 3 times bandwidth increase for each nonzero s-d pair. Here we formulate the link stealing problem with a minmax rule: given a non-negative r × r ETM T = (t ij ), find a set of r permutation matrices {P 1 , P 2 , ..., P r }, such that
It is already known that a decomposition problem with a min-max optimization rule is NP-hard [43] . Here we give a heuristic algorithm yielding an efficient decomposition.
Algorithm 1 Min-Max Decomposition
Require: T r×r 1: inf ← a large number 2: D r×r ← 0 3: Define a bipartite graph G = (V, E), where (i, j) ∈ E has weight:
If k = r, STOP; else go to 3.
In the algorithm, a nonzero entry T will be given a weight close to infinity if that entry has not been allocated a link. In this way, the algorithm makes sure that an uncovered nonzero entry will have higher priority in getting picked than those already covered, even if the latter has much more traffic to send. Due to the nature of permutation matrices, whereby the line sum of each row and column is always 1, the final allocation matrix D will have a line sum of r for each row and column. This means that the number of transmitters needed by a source group for that association, i.e. row sum of D, does not exceed r; and similarly, the number of receivers needed per destination group, i.e. column sum of D, does not exceed r either. Each permutation matrix in {P 1 , ..., P r }, which corresponds to an input-output mapping, can be carried out by one optical switch in that association.
Routing
In this section, we discuss the routing schemes for Flexfly. Since in Flexfly there can be multiple direct links to the same destination group, the routing scheme must be able to efficiently utilize these links.
Minimal Valiant Routing.
In Flexfly, to load-balance the traffic across multiple minimal paths, the Valiant algorithm approach can be used to randomizes the path selection. This algorithm, which we call Min-Val, takes three steps for a source router R s in group G s :
G s that has a global channel to G d (R a can be R s itself) and route within G s from R s to R a ; 2) traverse the global channel from R a to reach router
Different from the Valiant routing in Dragonfly, MIN-VAL in Flexfly does not involve intermediate groups, i.e., the path selection is always among minimal paths. This ensures exactly one global hop for all cross-group packets, enabling more than 50% throughput in global level.
Minimal UGAL Routing.
The Min-Val algorithm works well in load-balancing traffic evenly across multiple minimal paths. However, it does not consider different congestion states of different paths. Minimal UGAL (Min-UGAL) overcomes this drawback by using queue lengths to estimate network delay and choose the path with minimal delay. Similar to Min-Val, Min-UGAL does not involves intermediate group either. For the UGAL-L version [44] , which uses local queue information at the current router, the algorithm is described as follows: if q m H m ≤ q nm H nm , route minimally; else route non-minimally. Here, the minimal and non-minimal paths both take one global hop, and differ only in the number of hops within source/destination groups.
Simulation
In this section, we use the HPC applications from Sec. 2 to evaluate Flexfly performance relative to minimal and UGAL routing for Dragonfly. The application configurations are shown in Table. 2. In the simulation, we assume the Dragonfly network has an all-to-all topology in the upper level and a 2D-flattened Butterfly in the lower level. We assume 3 GB/s for both intra-and inter-group links and an injection bandwidth of 8 GB/s. Switch hop latencies are 40 ns. The applications are simulated either in form of miniapps (GTC, MiniFE and LULESH) or by replaying timestamped MPI traces using the DUMPI tracing tool (Nekbone and FillBoundary). Both forms are simulated through the SST simulator (SST/macro) [45] . Trace replay uses a coarsegrained packet simulator that models routing and controlflow at the level of packets [46] . Traces were collected in a MPI-only fashion on CPU-only machines. Here we examine "optimistic" scenarios for on-node parallelism, assuming a compute time speedup factor of 1/1152 leveraging abundant on-node parallelism (multi-threading with accelerators) in future applications. The traces were obtained from a NERSC web portal on characterization of DoE mini-apps [47] . Fig. 4 shows the global link allocation generated by the link stealing algorithm for different applications. With a modest radix r = 8, the allocation matrices already become very similar to the G2G traffic matrices in Sec. 2. As r increases, more "unused" links can be stolen for intensive traffic pairs. When r = G = 32 (full reconfigurability) every unused link can be stolen for traffic and the allocation matrix pattern matches the G2G traffic matrix. Here we use minimal, Valiant and UGAL routing for Dragonfly, and minimal, Min-Val and Min-UGAL routing for Flexfly. For comparison purpose, the speed of DflyMin is normalized to 1.0x. When minimal routing is used, Flexfly achieves at most 7.1x speedup over Dfly-Min and 1.8x speedup over Dfly-UGAL in the case of GTC (the most neigbor intensive application). When Min-UGAL routing is used, these two speedup numbers are 8x and 2x. In the case of LULESH, Flexfly with r = 32 and any routing algorithm achieves 5x speedup over Dfly-Min and 1.7x over Dfly-UGAL. For MiniFE and FillBoundary, Flexfly also shows better performance than both Dfly-Min and Dfly-UGAL, but with a modest speedup (< 1.5x). This limited speedup is due to the less sparse traffic matrix of these two application, which results in reduced stealing possibility. Another reason for MiniFE is that its communication is not very intensive, rendering the performance more compute-bounded. Within Flexfly, the performance also improves in general as the switch radix r increases (due to more flexibility).
From the above results, one can see that the sparser the traffic matrix is, the more free links Flexfly can steal, and hence the better the performance. In light of this, a more aggressive approach would be to sparsify the traffic matrix before applying the link stealing algorithm. This is done by eliminating the light traffic dots that are not "worth" allocating one full link of bandwidth. A possible approach is to use two links that would be allocated for two heavy traffic dots to provide a two-hop path for the light traffic dot (similar to indirect routing). In this way, the link that would have been allocated to the light traffic dot can be freed for servicing heavy traffic. Although indirect paths are used, it is used for the light traffic, creating little impact on the network load. By contrast, in UGAL or other indirect routing approaches for Dragonfly, the indirect paths are often used by heavy traffic, which can quickly consume the capacity of the network.
Hop Counts and Latency
A closer look of the architecture performance can be found in the middle and bottom charts of Fig. 5 . On the hop count experienced by global messages, Valiant and UGAL routing result in much more hops than minimal routing in Dragonfly due to the traversal of intermediate groups (about 40-50% increase). By contrast, Flexfly with any switch radix and any of Min, Min-Val and Min-UGAL routing, requires even less hops than Dfly-Min. There are two reasons for that: (1) the three Flexfly routing algorithms all rely on direct global links rather than intermediate groups, and (2) the increased distribution of wanted global links in the group plane reduces the distance to/from cross-group gateways. Specifically, Ffly-Min halves the hop count compared to Dfly-UGAL in cases of GTC and LULESH. With respect to the latency of global messages, the same trend is observed, as a combined result of reduced hop counts and increased cross-group bandwidth. In cases of GTC, LULESH and FillBoundary, Ffly-Min (r = 32) achieves 2x, 2.5x and 3.2x reduction in global message latency over Dfly-UGAL. The difference in message latencies across application is mainly due to different message sizes.
Experimental Demonstration
We built a 32-node Flexfly prototype using a 2-by-2 SiPh switch to evaluate the implementation complexity and performance improvements compared to Dragonfly.
Silicon Photonic Switch
The SiPh switch (Figure 6a ) embedded in the HPC testbed was manufactured through the OpSIS [48] foundry. The chip was mounted in a plastic leaded chip carrier socket that was soldered on a printed circuit board (PCB). The SMA input/output from the board is connected to the bias control units (Fig. 6a) . The switch is a re-arrangeably nonblocking 4 × 4 Beneš topology [49] , comprised of three stages and six 2 × 2 Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) elements. Further characterization of the device is reported in [50] . For this particular demonstration, the switch is biased to either a bar or a cross state, turning it as a 2 × 2 as illustrated in Fig. 6b . Dynamic extinction ratios are maximally 15 dB and minimally 7 dB in the bar state, while in the cross state it ranges from 19 to 24 dB. A Data Acquisition (DAQ) unit was employed to generate the voltages applied to the device. A C program controls the DAQ and is directly callable by a controller server. 
Flexfly Prototype
The 32-node prototype comprises 16 routers divided in four groups. This structure, shown in Fig. 6c , corresponds to a G = 5 Dragonfly whose fifth group has been removed (due to Ethernet switch limited port count). Two servers are connected to each router (C = 2), as shown in Fig. 6c and Fig. 11 . Each server is equipped with a dual-core Intel Xeon processor, 10 GB RAM, and a 10Gbps Network Interface Card (NIC). Routers are 10G OpenFlow [51] Ethernet switches. The intra group links are 10G Direct-Attached Cables. For inter-group links, 10G SFP+ transceivers are connected to a 3-meter long Single-Mode Fiber (SMF). One of the servers (the controller server) sends reconfiguration commands to the DAQ for switching between the bar and cross states and to the routers for updating the flow table rules.
Experimental Results
We began by measuring the switching time of the silicon photonic switch, controlled by the DAQ. Figures 6d and 6e show the switching time of the bar and cross states. We were able to achieve 820 ns switching time using a DAQ supporting mega-sample per second analog output. Note that faster switching times could be reached using an RF driver rated for GHz range instead (the intrinsic switching time of the MZI-based switch with P-N junctions being in nanoseconds-range [50] ). This measurement shows that switch reconfigurations can be applied rapidly.
By injecting traffic using the Hpcbench MPI benchmark [52] , we measured the message round-trip delay between 8 pairs of servers located in two groups. For the traffic pattern, we had each server in G1 communicating with a corresponding server in G4. In the cross state, which corresponds to the original Dragonfly topology, there is one global link between the two groups. Setting the switch in the bar state grants an additional link to this G1-G4 group pair. We measured the message round-trip delay between each pair of servers using messages of 1MB, 10MB and 100MB. The experiment was averaged over 10 runs. Fig. 7a shows the average latency over the 8 pairs of servers. In the Flexfly-adapted configuration, the round trip delay reduces by 33%, 35% and 47% compared to Dragonfly, for 1, 10, and 100MB messages respectively.
We then generated four point-to-point traffic flows between routers 3 and 4 of Group 1 and Group 4, and four other flows between routers 3 and 4 of Groups 2 and 3 (as indicated by the gray arrows in Fig. 6c) . The routing scheme utilizes minimal routing, i.e., the direct global link between the groups are used for inter-group transmission. The traffic is generated by iperf [53], a network measurement tool. We measured the throughput between servers. In Dragonfly configuration (cross state of the SiPh switch), there is an optical global link between each two groups. In this case, all G1-G4 traffic is routed over the global link attached to routers 4. Similarly, all G2-G3 traffic goes over the global link attached to routers 3. That is, these two global links are each shared by four flows. In contrast, the global links between G1-G3 and G2-G4 are unused. By configuring the switch from cross to bar (Flexfly), these unused global links are allocated to the G1-G4 and G2-G3 pairs, resulting in superior throughput improvement (about 2x as shown in Fig. 7 ). Note that in the Dragonfly configuration, flows that have to take extra intra-group hops (Figs. 7b and 7e) retains a lower share of the global bandwidth. These extra hops, which increases the round-trip time, can potentially affect the flow control, resulting in lowered bandwidth. In contrast, in the Flexfly configuration, all flows can be routed over minimal hops, leading to a fairer bandwidth access in that particular case.
Finally, we performed on-the-fly reconfiguration on the Flexfly prototype. The setup is the same as the previous experiment except that the transmission starts in the cross configuration (i.e. Dragonfly) and is then switched to bar (i.e. Flexfly). This requires i) the controller server to send a command to the DAQ to modify the driving voltages, and ii) updating the flow tables of the routers to add the new route enabled by the extra link. To improve flow update performance, we avoid flow deletion and simply add new rules with higher priority. Previous rules are automatically deleted after an idle time. The script uses OpenVSwitch [54] to update the flows. In our implementation flow rules are added sequentially. This process could, however, be expedited by leveraging a standard controller such as OpenDayLight (ODL) [55] . ODL can insert hundred flow rules in milisecond range [56] . We used clusterSSH [57] in the controller server and applied the updates on the routers and the DAQ simultaneously. Fig. 8 shows the results. Each plot represents two servers that are connected to the respective router/groups. Servers on G1, R3 and G2, R4 had lower initial throughput and a dip in the throughput during the reconfiguration. This is due to the change in their routing from one global link to the other and as well as sequential update of the flow rules. We expect that improving the flow rule insert speed will reduce the overall reconfiguration time.
Large-Scale Implementation and Cost
In this sub-section we show how Flexfly could be integrated in a practical supercomputer. Refering to Cray XC40 [58] , a group typically spans over one or two cabinets. We therefore assume that r groups on the same row forms a Flexfly supergroup , resulting in G r supergroups . A Flexfly switch blade is introduced to each supergroup . This blade contains all the SiPh switches corresponding to the intergroup links originating from the supergroup . Specifically, a Flexfly switch blade will have G − 1 switches. Hence, with G − 1 links per group and r groups per supergroup , a supergroup has r(G − 1) links that fully connect to the G−1 switches, each with r ports. Each Flexfly switch blade also has 2r(G − 1) fiber connectors. Table 3 provides the number of switches and connectors per blade for various G and r values. Due to the compatibility of SiPh with CMOS foundry, a large number of switches can be put on a single chip, reducing the packaging cost and space. Next to the SiPh chip containing the optical switches, each Flexfly switch blade also includes a controller for accepting reconfiguration commands and actuating on the switches. Since only G r such blades are required and SiPh chips can be massively produced via CMOS fabrication, the cost and space needed for incorporating Flexfly in a Dragonfly-based supercomputer are deemed minimal.
The impact of Flexfly on cabling lengths is also minimal compared to conventional Dragonfly-based systems. Flexfly simply requires every cable to first reach the Flexfly blade of the supergroup . In the worst case, this results in an cable length increase by the distance of r cabinets (to the blade and back); in the best case, there is no penalty at all (if the blade is on the way of the fiber to a remote group).
Power Penalty Analysis
With optical switches inserted, optical power penalty is accrued as the signal experiences losses and receives crosstalk [59] , [60] . In an effort to alleviate concerns about power penalty, especially as the size of switch radix scales, we perform power penalty analysis of SiPh switch designs required by our platform. We consider Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI) based designs [61] exclusively, MZI being far less sensitive to thermal changes than ring resonators [62] .
The structure of a 2×2 MZI based switch is drawn in Fig. 10(a) . Propagation loss and phase shift introduced by each phase shifter arm of the MZI are the main parameters used in our analysis. Applying a voltage on the arm induces a change of material refractive index. This in turn modifies light propagation speed, and the optical loss. Fig. 10(b) shows the dependence of the power at the output ports as a function of phase shifter loss when a single signal is presented at one input port. The Cross state shown in Fig.  10 (c) refers to the case where no voltage is applied to the phase shifter. In that case, signals traverse the switch with minimal perturbations, they also minimally "leak" in the non-desired output port ( Fig. 10(d) ). This translates into a power penalty of 0.25 dB. In the Thru state, in contrast, attenuation and leakage are more important, even when applying the ideal shift, as shown in Fig. 10(d) . The power penalty raises to 1.36 dB.
A non-blocking 4×4 Beneš switch can be constructed with the optimized 2×2 switches [62] . The schematic of the 4×4 switch is presented in Fig. 11 , which also summarizes the analysis of worst-case insertion loss and crosstalk levels for the 4×4 Beneš topology. The worst-case of insertion loss for the 4x4 Beneš topology is about 3.7 dB, the worstcase of crosstalk is about -17 dB and the worse-case overall power penalty is about 4 dB.
With power penalties < 5dB, the insertion of SiPh switches of radix r = 4 should remain transparent to optical transceivers, which generally have an optical budget in excess of 10dB. For higher radixes, or to reduce the power penalty of r = 4 switches, an alternative 4×4 Omega topology can be constructed from optimized 2×2 switches (schematic is shown in Fig. 11 ). Reducing one stage of the 2×2 switches will decrease the worst-case of insertion loss from 3.77 dB to 2.42, hence saving 1.35 dB of penalty. The crosstalk performance is also better for the Omega topology (improvement from -17 dB to -20 dB) due to the lower number of crossings. The worst-case penalty for the Omega structure is about 2.6 dB.
Omega switches do not provide the same flexibility as Beneš. They are, however, able to realize all circular shift permutations. Therefore, they can support all "diagonal" ETMs, which are frequent when the stride strategy is used (Fig. 2b) .
Conclusion
Most supercomputing platforms currently employ a fixed network topology which can match only a few traffic patterns. Thus, these interconnection networks may become a bottleneck for next-generation exa-flop platforms whose application may vary over a wide range. In this work, we propose the Flexfly architecture, which utilizes the circuit switching capability of Silicon photonics for a reconfigurable Dragonfly network. Our solution shows a way to increase the global-level bandwidth of Dragonfly by r fold given radix-r SiPh switches. We have analyzed 5 parallel workloads that represent a wide spectrum of scientific applications and associated communication patterns. We show that these patterns consistently mismatch the global link allocation of Dragonfly, and often resembles "worst-case" traffic scenario for Dragonfly. We show that Flexfly can solve the above problem by dynamically allocating links based on the G2G traffic demands. Numerical evaluation with the analyzed applications shows at most 7.1x and 1.8x speedup over Dragonflies that use minimal and UGAL routing, respectively. The network distance and latency for global messages are also significantly reduced. We have also built a 32-node prototype based on a SiPh switch connecting 4 groups and observed 2x improvement in crossgroup throughput in a realistic SiPh-based platform. Onthe-fly reconfiguration of the SiPh switch has also been demonstrated and exhibits 820 ns latency.
